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Coherence transfer between spy nuclei and nitrogen-14 in solids
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Abstract

Coherence transfer from ‘spy nuclei’ such as 1H or 13C (S = 1/2) was used to excite single- or double-quantum coherences of 14N
nuclei (I = 1) while the S spins were aligned along the static field, in the manner of heteronuclear single-quantum correlation (HSQC)
spectroscopy. For samples spinning at the magic angle, coherence transfer can be achieved through a combination of scalar couplings
J(I,S) and second-order quadrupole–dipole cross-terms, also known as residual dipolar splittings (RDS). The second-order quadrupolar
powder patterns in the two-dimensional spectra allow one to determine the quadrupolar parameters of 14N in amino acids.
� 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Efficient detection of 14N nuclei (99.6% natural abun-
dance) is of interest since nitrogen is involved in the archi-
tecture of many materials, including biomolecules such as
proteins and nucleic acids. Information about the quadru-
polar coupling constant CQ and asymmetry parameter gQ,
which may help to determine the molecular structure and
characterize local dynamics, can be extracted from the sec-
ond-order quadrupolar 14N powder patterns in single- and
double-quantum spectra in samples spinning at the magic
angle. Because of the large quadrupole coupling constants
[1–4], 14N NMR was regarded as a difficult challenge until
recently, but the advent of indirect detection via spy nuclei
with S = 1/2 such as 13C or 1H made 14N NMR in solids
relatively straightforward. The indirect observation of
14N single-quantum (SQ) or double-quantum (DQ) spectra
is possible by transferring coherence to and fro between
spins S and I via a combination of scalar couplings and sec-
ond-order quadrupole–dipole cross-terms, also known as
residual dipolar splittings (RDS), [5–10] or by recoupling
the heteronuclear dipolar interactions by suitable se-
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quences of radio-frequency (RF) pulses [11–16]. The meth-
ods proposed so far were built on the model of what has
come to be known in liquid-state NMR as ‘heteronuclear
multiple-quantum correlation’ (HMQC) [17–19], where
heteronuclear two-spin coherences such as SxIx or SxI2

x

evolve in the t1 intervals of the two-dimensional experi-
ments. In the present study, we have adapted the scheme
known in liquids as ‘heteronuclear single-quantum correla-
tion’ (HSQC) [20,21], where homonuclear 14N single-quan-
tum (SQ) and double-quantum (DQ) coherences such as
SzIx or SzI2

x that are antiphase with respect to the spy nu-
cleus S precess in the t1 evolution period.

Fig. 1 shows an HSQC sequence for the indirect detec-
tion of 14N SQ or DQ spectra in solids rotating at the ma-
gic angle. These experiments exploit a combination of
scalar couplings J(I,S) and second-order quadrupole–di-
pole cross-terms or residual dipolar splittings between 1H
or 13C (S) and 14N (I) nuclei for the transfer of coherence
from spin S to I and back. If 13C nuclei are used as spies
cross polarization (CP) from 1H to 13C can be used for
the initial enhancement of 13C coherence, and heteronu-
clear 1H decoupling with two-pulse phase-modulation
(TPPM) [22] an be applied throughout. At the end of the
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Fig. 1. Pulse sequences for the indirect observation of I (14N) single-
quantum (SQ) or double-quantum (DQ) spectra in solids rotating at the
magic angle via spy nuclei S (1H or 13C) by heteronuclear single-quantum
correlation (HSQC). The experiment makes use of scalar couplings and
second-order quadrupole–dipole cross-terms between I and S nuclei
during the excitation and reconversion intervals sexc and srec for the
transfer of coherence. The coherence transfer pathways for the two spins I

and S show continuous and dashed lines for SQ and DQ 14N coherences.
When carbons are used as spy nuclei, cross polarization from protons to
carbons replaces the first ðp=2ÞS/1 pulse.
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excitation interval sexc, the density operator may comprise
a superposition of antiphase terms SaIz and SaI2

z (with
a = x or y), bearing in mind that even under fast spinning
the spectrum of the spy nucleus S coupled to I = 1 features
inhomogeneous powder patterns, as shown in Fig. 1 of Ref.
[10]. If we start with Sx at the beginning of sexc, a mixture
of SyIz and SxI2

z may result from heteronuclear J couplings
[23,24], while simulations show that only SxI2

z and SyI2
z can

arise if we have pure RDS between S = 1/2 and I = 1. In
order to convert (SxIzcosh + SyIzsinh) for an arbitary
phase h, into SzIz, and ðSxI2

z cos hþ SyI2
z sin hÞ into SzI2

y , a
ðp=2ÞS/2 pulse must applied to the S spins with a phase /2

that must be orthogonal to the phase h. This phase depends
on the offset XS and on the RDS which varies with the ori-
entation of the crystallites. The phase /1 is stepped through
x, y, �x, �y, the phase /2 is alternated between 4(x) and
4(�x) and the phase /3 is not changed, while the receiver
phase /rec is stepped through x, � y, �x, y, �x, y, x,
�y, entailing a two-fold loss of the signal-to-noise ratio
compared to HMQC for the same number of scans, as ver-
ified experimentally. The signals thus obtained are largely
independent of the offset XS of the radio-frequency (RF)
carrier. Unlike the situation that prevails in liquid-state
HSQC, offsets cannot be refocused by applying (p)S and
(p)I pulses in the middle of the sexc and srec intervals. Magic
angle spinning combined with rotor synchronization of the
sp pulses applied to the I spins averages out the first order
quadrupolar interaction. The distinction between SQ and
DQ of spin I can be made as usual with two-step or
four-step cycles of one of the sp pulses applied to the I spins
[10]. The evolution period t1 is defined as the interval
between the centers of the two sp pulses. In principle, the
insertion of a (p)S pulse in the middle of t1 period should
lead to line-narrowing in x1 like in liquids, because of
the refocusing of both RDS and J couplings, but in car-
bon-13 or proton-detected HSQC it was found that the
lineshapes were not significantly affected when a (p)S pulse
was inserted. The conversion of (SxIz cosh + SyIz sinh) into
SzIy and of ðSxI2

z cos hþ SyI2
z sin hÞ into SzI2

y makes the line-
shape in the x1 domain immune to both homogeneous and
inhomogeneous decay of transverse Sx and Sy terms in the
t1 interval. Even if the decay of the S-spin coherences dur-
ing t1 (we observed a 13Ca linewidth of 70 Hz in L-alanine
and a 1HN linewidth of 700 Hz in glycine-d2) is minor com-
pared to the decay of the 14N coherences (SQ linewidth
1100 Hz for L-alanine and 1600 Hz for glycine-d2; DQ line-
width 2200 Hz for L-alanine and 3200 Hz for glycine-d2) in
HSQC the resulting second-order quadrupolar 14N powder
patterns appear less distorted in HSQC, allowing the
extraction of more accurate quadrupolar parameters by
comparison with simulations than in HMQC. This is par-
ticularly important when protons are used as spy nuclei.
For dilute spins such as carbon-13, the slow dissipation
of the longitudinal Sz(Cz) term in the t1 evolution period
does not significantly affect either SzIy or SzI2

y . Even with
proton detection in partly deuterated materials, the dissipa-
tion of the Sz(Hz) operator does not appear to influence the
SzIy or SzI2

y terms.
Fig. 2 shows a comparison of 13C-detected 14N SQ and

DQ spectra recorded with both HSQC and HMQC [10]
methods under the same conditions. The signals corre-
spond to the 14N1H3

þ ammonium group in L-alanine that
is isotopically enriched in the 13Ca position. Overall the
SQ spectra have roughly half the width of DQ spectra.

The proton-detected HSQC and HMQC 14N SQ and
DQ spectra [9] of the 14N1H3

þ ammonium group in gly-
cine-d2 are shown in Fig. 3. Note that the HSQC spectra
feature well-resolved singularities that are partly hidden
in the HMQC spectra. These allow one to determine the
quadrupolar parameters with enhanced accuracy.

The efficiency of the HSQC method can be estimated
from the ratio

rSQ=DQ ¼
SSQ=DQðsexc; t1 ¼ s; srec;x2Þ

Sðsexc � ðp=2ÞS � s� ðp=2ÞS � srec;x2Þ
ð1Þ

with s ¼ 1=mrot � sS
ðp=2Þ. This ratio, which may loosely be re-

garded as a quantum yield, compares the signal amplitude
of the first row SSQ/DQ(sexc, t1 = s, srec, x2) of the 2D spec-
trum (using phase-cycles appropriate for either 14N SQ or
DQ detection) and the signal amplitude S(sexc �
(p/2)S � s � (p/2)S � srec, x2) of a 1D spectrum obtained
by Fourier transformation of an S-spin signal recorded
without any 14N pulses. The experimental yields of the
two-way coherence transfer process in the HSQC experi-
ment of Fig. 1 were found to be rSQ/DQ = 14 and 10% for
13C-detected SQ and DQ spectra, respectively. Similar
spectra recorded under the same conditions but using the



Fig. 2. Experimental two-dimensional carbon-13-detected HSQC spectra showing the 14N single-quantum (SQ) and double-quantum (DQ) responses of
the 14N1H3

þ ammonium group of L-alanine NHþ3 CaHCH3COO� enriched in the Ca position. A sample of 11 ll was spun in a 2.5 mm rotor at 30.03 kHz
in a static field of 9.4 T (28.9 and 100.6 MHz for 14N and 13C). The fixed delays were set to a compromise sexc = srec = 16 ms while the 14N pulse lengths
were sp = 10 and 20 ls for SQ and DQ, respectively. The residual dipolar splittings may be seen in the horizontal x2 dimension. The projections onto the
vertical x1 axes (thin curves) may be compared with simulations (thick curves) for a hypothetical uniform excitation of all crystallites (4180 orientations)
and simulations (dashed curves) taking into account the full HSQC sequence. The quadrupolar parameters in the simulations were CQ = 1.13 MHz and
gQ = 0.28. For comparison, the projections of two-dimensional HMQC spectra recorded under identical conditions are shown by thin lines on the far
right. (Similar spectra were shown elsewhere [10] for sexc = srec = 19 and 21 ms for SQ and DQ, respectively.) The two-dimensional spectra result from
averaging 32 (SQ-HSQC) and 128 (DQ-HSQC) transients for each of 256 t1 increments with Dt1 = 1/mrot = 33.3 ls, and a relaxation interval of 2 s. The
spectra were acquired with a carbon carrier at 45 ppm.
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13C-detected HMQC method for the same sample yielded
rSQ/DQ = 16 and 12%, considering an appropriate reference
experiment [10]. For proton-detected HSQC the efficiencies
were found to be rSQ/DQ = 5.3 and 1% for SQ and DQ
spectra. Under the same experimental conditions, the pro-
ton-detected 14N HMQC experiments had yields of 6 and
1% for SQ and DQ spectra. Antonijevic and Halpern-Man-
ners have reported similar experiments with proton detec-
tion but did not dwell on their efficiency [25]. The
comparison of experiments and simulations of both SQ
and DQ spectra allows one to estimate the quadrupolar
parameters for L-alanine CQ = 1.13 MHz and gQ = 0.28.
For glycine-d2 the quadrupolar parameters were
CQ = 1.18 MHz and gQ = 0.5.

Deuterated glycine-d2 and L-alanine were purchased
from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories and used without
further purification. Experimental results were obtained
at 9.4 T (28.9, 100.6, and 400 MHz for 14N, 13C, and 1H)
with samples packed in 2.5 mm outer diameter ZrO2 ro-
tors. The rotors were spun at 30.03 kHz in a Bruker tri-
ple-resonance CPMAS probe. With a 1 kW amplifier, the
14N pulses had an amplitude mRF = 57 kHz, calibrated by
direct detection of NH4NO3. In the intervals sexc, t1, and
srec in Fig. 1, TPPM proton decoupling was used in 13C-de-
tected experiments with mRF = 100 kHz, pulse-widths of
3.7 ls, and a phase difference between two successive pulses
of 25�. During the 13C acquisition period t2 a lower 1H RF
amplitude of mRF = 70 kHz was used, with pulse-widths of
5.2 ls and a phase difference of 35�. The magic angle was
adjusted within 0.01� using deuterated [D6]a-oxalic acid
dehydrate [26]. The chemical shifts for 1H, 13C, and 14N
were referred to the external standards of TMS, adaman-
tane, and NH4Cl, respectively.

Conclusions. It has been shown that indirect detection of
14N spectra via spin S = 1/2 such as 1H or 13C may benefit
from using a pulse sequence where the S spin magnetiza-
tion is made to be longitudinal in the evolution interval t1

in the manner of heteronuclear single-quantum correlation



Fig. 3. Proton-detected experimental HMQC and HSQC spectra showing 14N SQ and DQ signals of the 14N1H3
þ ammonium group in zwitterionic

glycine-d2 NHþ3 CD2COO� without 13C enrichment. A sample of 11 ll was spun in a 2.5 mm rotor at 30.03 kHz in a static field of 9.4 T (28.9 and 400 MHz
for 14N and 1H). For the SQ spectra, the 14N pulse lengths were sp = 12 ls and sexc = srec = 1 ms. For the DQ spectra, sp = 35 ls and sexc = srec = 0.9 ms.
The projections onto the vertical x1 axes (thin curves) may be compared with simulations (bold curves on right-hand side) obtained for a hypothetical
uniform excitation of all crystallites (4180 orientations) and rotor synchronization with quadrupolar parameters CQ = 1.18 MHz and gQ = 0.5. The two-
dimensional spectra result from averaging 128 (SQ) and 256 (DQ) transients for each of 256 t1 increments with Dt1 = 1/mrot = 33.3 ls, and a relaxation
interval of 2 s. The spectra were acquired with a proton carrier at 5 ppm.
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(HSQC). This allows one to obtain clean second-order 14N
single- and double-quantum powder patterns that are not
distorted by homogeneous or inhomogeneous decay of
the coherence of the 1H or 13C spy nuclei in the evolution
interval, in contrast to earlier methods that were built on
the principle of heteronuclear multiple-quantum correla-
tion (HMQC), where the 1H or 13C spins participate in a
coherent superposition of states with the 14N spins. For
carbon detection, we do not observe any significant
changes in the 14N lineshapes using the new HSQC scheme.
On the other hand, when protons are used as spy nuclei,
the HSQC scheme leads to a gain in resolution.
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